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TOWN AND COUNTRY’S LAW FIRM CITED IN POST DISPATCH FOR VERY
UNETHICAL ACTIONS: For a long time Town and Country’s law firm has been Curtis,
Heinze, Garrett and O’Keefe. This firms represents a large number of cities in St. Louis
County.
Post-Dispatch columnist Tony Messenger published a column on Sunday November 13,
2022 that points out a void of ethics involving a case from Ballwin. You should read the
column, but you have to subscribe to the paper to read the P-D’s website.
Here is a short break down.
1 A Ballwin resident who moved to Ballwin under a year earlier filed to run as an
Alderman.
2 After filing the Ballwin mayor knocks on his apartment door in the middle of the day
and tells him he has to be a Ballwin resident for a year to run for office.
3 The mayor further tells him that he cannot simply take his name off the ballot as the
period to do that has expired. He had to file suit in court to have the Board of Elections
remove his name. He didn’t do that.
4 A lawsuit was filed to remove the resident’s name from the ballot. The lawsuit
representing the resident was filed by lawyers with Curtis, Heinz, Garrett and O’Keefe.
The resident had never contacted them or hired them to file the lawsuit or ever know
about the lawsuit. Curtis, Heinz, Garrett and O’Keefe are the City of Ballwin’s law firm
creating a conflict.
5 The third conflict of interest. Curtis, Heinze, Garrett and O’Keefe are also the law
firm for the Elections Board. They filed a lawsuit without a citizen’s permission or
knowledge concerning the removal of a name from a ballot.
Here is a link to Tony Messenger’s Post-Dispatch column that you may or may not be
able to read without being a subscriber to the Post-Dispatch.
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https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/columns/tony-messenger/a-mayor-s-visit-amysterious-lawsuit-how-a-ballwin-man-was-removed-from-the/article_36fdc9c9-5004566b-831a-bfa10dac7884.html
HERE IS THE SEPTEMBER HOURLY LEGAL BILL JUST PAID AT THE
NOVEMBER BOA MEETING:
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AND THEN THERE WAS THIS BILL DATED NOVEMBER 2:
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MARYVILLE UNIVERSITY ASKS FOR ANOTHER CONTINUATION REF THE OFF
CAMPUS SPORTS COMPLEX, HOTEL AND PARKING GARAGE At the October
Planning and Zoning meeting the Commission saw a MoDOT traffic study report of the
traffic problems created by a planned off-campus Maryville University Sports Center
replacing a strip center at Woods Mill and S Outer Forty Rd.
The got a new proposal from the University wanting to change the planned 400 bed
dorm into a hotel and eliminate non-sports entertainment from their 3,000-seat center.
The Planning and Zoning Commission could have voted the project in October in front
of angry crowd of residents. They did not. They allowed the project to be continued to
November.
It was clear that Maryville only wanted one thing…the sports center. In April they
needed a 400-bed dorm and in October they didn’t, but wanted a for profit hotel.
Now comes November and there will be no vote on the project because Maryville wants
to continue it again, this time until January. This shows that Maryville does not have
solid plans for this project.
We were told that Maryville wants to try and make some friends in the adjoining
neighborhoods. Good luck, as that ship has apparently sailed. It is time for P&Z to say
no to some continuances and vote on this ever changing project.

Mari De Villa beats New York again. The Christmas Tree at Mari De Villa retirement
and nursing home went up on November 4, with lighting schedule for the day after
Thanksgiving. New York’s tree at Rockefeller Center went up on November 14. It is not
scheduled to be lit until November 30.
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TOWN AND COUNTRY BOARD OF ALDERMEN MEETING 11/14/22

The Official Meeting was very short, lasting about nine minutes. But the Board then
voted to go into secret session.
CHANGE IN FIRE/EMS SERVICE ON NORTH FORTY DRIVE After bids the board
voted to give the fire service contract area on North Forty Drive from Mason Road to
Preservation/Cadet Park to West County EMS & Fire Protection. Creve Coeur
Fire Protection had been under contract to serve the area for decades. Creve Coeur
provides fire and EMS service at CBC High School and the Mormon Temple as those
areas have been in the CCFPD district.
WCEMS&FPD will receive $98,056 for covering that area starting January 1, 2023.
ALDERPERSONS VOTE NOT TO ACCEPT PRIVATE STREETS FOR ANOTHER 6MONTHS It was a 7-0 vote (Ryan Mortland was not at the meeting) not to accept
private streets as city streets for six months. The city already had stopped taking over
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private streets for the last six months. This is from a memo from the Public Works
Director to the alderpersons:
TO: Mayor and Board of Aldermen
FROM: Michael Zeltmann, Public Works Director
DATE: November 14, 2022
RE: Extension of Private Street Acceptance Moratorium
SUMMARY – For the consideration of the Board of Aldermen, the Department of Public
Works requests that the Board agree to extend the temporary moratorium on the
application or acceptance of any private street being turned over to the City for public
maintenance from the end of calendar year 2022 to June 30, 2023.
The extension is necessitated by the need for staff to review and propose revisions to
Section 410.200 Standards and Specifications of the City Code. The subcommittee of
the Public Works Commission and staff determined that requirements to private road
acceptance should comply with Section 410.200 and that the section was in need of
revision.

PROBLEMS WITH CITY’S E-MAIL: For the last week you could send an email to
someone at City Hall, but they could not send one to you. As of Tuesday the problem
still existed. Some employees are setting up personnel g-mail accounts on their own
computer and sending replies. Of course the city’s website is still sending out emails
about up coming meetings and Holiday Boutique at the Longview House plus Turkey
Trotrun on Thanksgiving Day.
It is somewhat amazing that a wealthy city the size of Town and Country can not get
their email fixed in 24 hours.
THE POOL RENTER TO TEENAGERS, THE DOG AT LARGE LADY NOW HAS
MORE PROBLEMS. Earlier this year the city had to deal with Nicole Graham who lives
at 14 Long Meadows off of Clayton Road near I-270. Graham was apparently a
believer in letting her dogs run free. Some never came home after meeting a motor
vehicle on I-270.
For over 2-years the city issued her 14 citations for Dog at Large, Cruelty to Animals,
Leash Law violation and Resisting arrest. After the city’s lawyer filed for a court
injunction Graham finally installed an electric fence to keep her dog, Archie, in the yard.
The City’s biggest concern was of serious crashes injuring people as drivers on I-270 or
Clayton Road tried to avoid Archie.
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Nichole Graham

Archie

Then in August Graham rented out her backyard pool to older teenagers for a party. On
Sunday August 7 about 200 teenagers along with some beer and one stolen car
showed up for the pool party. Town and Country Police then had to get assistance from
Des Peres, Frontenac and Chesterfield Police to break up the party. Graham was not
at home for the party.

Now Graham is facing more legal problems.
On August 10 the St. Louis County Domestic Violence Court issued a restraining
order/full order of protection against her and for her ex-husband.
Here is the allegations against her from the court document:
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All the court orders involving this are posted on our website.
THE DALTON $10,000,000 TOWN SQUARE CONTINUES TO HAVE MONEY GO
DOWN DRAIN: Town and Country is seriously looking at bringing back property taxes
in the next one or two years to pay for basic services. Of course this would not been
happening if former Mayor and longtime Lobbyist Jon Dalton did not convinced the
alderpersons to buy an empty lot and then use budget reserve to spend $10,000,000 for
the Town Square.
The money drain didn’t stop there. The monthly bills to maintain the 8 acres roll in
every month. Here are the October bills:
OCTOBER BILLS
10/10/22
10/01/22
10/12/22
10/03/22
10/06/22

St.L Select Landscaping Town Square
Corvus Town Sq Pavilion Cleaning Services
Ameren UE Town Square Electric Service
Charter Comm Town Sq Camera & Emg Ph
MO American Water Town Square

October Bills $5,578.64 YTD $57,715.11
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$ 2,473.19
$ 500.00
$ 579.44
$ 124.98
$1,901.03
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Amisi Macho 25
11/09/22 DWI, Driving While Revoked, Exp Lic Plates
Chesterfield PD
07/09/22 Unreg Vehicle
Maryland Hts PD
12/10/20 Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $191 fine, Unreg Veh No Co Pol Co-op
$50 fine, Defective Equip $50 fine, 2nd Moving Vio to Parking $100

DAY WATCH NOVEMBER 9, 2022

22-4913 - Drug Arrest
Officers responded to a call for a person slumped in a vehicle on Trade Center Blvd.
near Chesterfield Airport Road. Officers located the parked vehicle and found a subject
passed out in the drivers seat. Officers knocked on the window and the subject woke up
and opened his door. Investigation revealed the subject had just used fentanyl and was
in possession of drugs and paraphernalia. The subject was arrested and his vehicle was
towed. The subject was then conveyed to the station and booked, then placed in a cell
awaiting release.
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Brandon Pudlowski 29
11/09/22 Felony Drug Poss, Poss of Drug Paraphernalia Chesterfield PD
11/10/19 Felony Drug Possession SES Probation
St. Charles City PD
09/13/14 Driving While Revoked $300 fine
St. Charles Co SO
09/28/13 Poss of Marijuana $350 fine
St. Charles Co SO
11/12/11 Poss of Drug Parahernalia $200 fine
St. Charles Co SO

An officer responded to Florissant PD to pick up a male subject wanted by this
department for outstanding stealing charges. The subject was conveyed back to the
station and booked.
Officers also responded to calls for, traffic hazards, fraud, found property, injured
animals, alarms, sick cases, and conducted traffic enforcement, business patrols, and
park patrols.
AFTERNOON WATCH NOVEMBER 9, 2022
No reports of note.
Officers responded to a call of a missing Alzheimer’s patient from an address on
Country Mill. After about a half hour the subject was located and returned to her home.
An officer had a red sedan fail to yield in the area of Chesterfield Airport and Long.
Traffic charges only. No pursuit.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT WED NOV 9 TO THURS NOV 10, 2022

22-4918 - Tampering/ Larceny/ Drugs/ Fugitive - 100 THF Blvd - Officers responded to a
flock hit for a stolen vehicle. They found the vehicle unoccupied in the parking lot of
Walmart. Officers set up surveillance on the vehicle and stopped the subject as he
returned to it. At that time, Officers were also made aware he had just stolen items from
Walmart and was in possession of drugs
David Karl Mantta 26
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11/09/22 Tampering W/Auto (Stolen Car), Fel Drug Poss, Poss
Chesterfield PD
Stolen Property, Stealing (Walmart)
09/19/22 Driving While Revoked
O’Fallon MO PD
01/06/22 Driving While Suspended $116 fine
O’Fallon MO PD
11/04/21 Felony Drug Poss, Poss of Marijuana FTA Warrants
Montgomery Co SO
10/13/21 Unreg Veh, No Auto Iins, Fail to Produce Lic FTA Warr Troy PD
08/14/21 Fel Drug Poss, Misd Marijuana Poss, Unlawful Use of
Warren Co SO
Drug, Para, Speeding, Unreg Veh, No Veh Ins FTA Warr Warren Co SO
08/06/21 Felony Drug Poss
Warrenton PD
07/11/21 No Auto Insurance $66 fine
O’Fallon MO PD
05/18/21 No Veh Insurance $68 fine
Wentzville PD
04/23/21 No Veh Ins $18 fine
Wentzville PD
04/12/21 No Vehicle Insurance $100 fine
MO Hwy Patrol
03/22/21 Possession of Marijuana FTA Warrant
Wright City PD
03/04/21 No Auto Insurance
Frontenac PD
01/27/21 Fel Drug Possession, Unreg Veh, No Auto Ins
Wentzville PD
01/16/21 Fel Drug Poss, Misd Marji Poss, Drug Para FTA War
Warren Co SO
12/18/20 Possession of Marijuana FTA Warrant
Wright City PD
12/06/20 Unregistered Vehicle $25 fine
MO Hwy Patrol
11/18/20 Unregistered Vehicle FTA Warrant, No Veh Ins FTA War Wright City PD
09/17/20 No Auto Ins FTA Warrant
Wright City PD
08/28/20 No Auto Insurance $100 fine, No Lic Plates $8.50 fine MO Hwy Patrol
08/20/20 Unregistered Vehicle $50 fine
O’Fallon MO PD
08/02/20 Expired Lic Plates FTA Warrant
Wright City PD
06/28/20 Unreg Veh FTA Warr, No Auto Ins, FTA Warr, Fail to Sig Montgomery City PD
05/30/20 Domestic Assault, Fel Drug Possession
Warren Co SO
09/23/19 Poss of Marjuana $75 fine, Poss Drug Para $75 fine
Wright City PD
04/27/19 Unregistered Vehicle
New Haven PD
04/10/17 Possession of Marijuana $151 fine
Warren Co SO
08/15/14 Burglary, Theft of Firearm Guilty SES Probation
St. Chares Co SO
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22-4919 - DWI - Clarkson/ Baxter - A traffic stop resulted in the driver being arrested for
DWI.
Hayley Vanvalkenburgh 40 Resides Greensboro, NC

11/09/22 DWI, Illegal U-Turn

Chesterfield PD

Officers responded to alarms, suspicious vehicles, and sick cases
DAY WATCH THURS NOVEMBER 10, 2022

22-4924 - Warrant Arrest
Traffic stop resulted in the driver being arrested for numerous outstanding warrants from
Perry County. The subject was conveyed to the station and booked, then later
transported to St. Louis County Intake to be held for Perry County.

Nakita Edwards 29
11/10/22 Stealing
Chesterfield PD
08/27/21 Unreg Veh Plates to another veh, Drive W/Revoked
Woodson Terr PD
Child Restraint Violation, No Auto Insurance
08/02/21 Unreg Vehicle, No Auto Insurance
Edmondson PD
02/23/20 Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $100 fine (Jennings)St. Louis Co PD
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $150 fine (Jennings)
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Officers also responded to calls for, traffic hazards, grass fire, EDP , lost child,
disturbance, alarms, sick cases, and conducted traffic enforcement, business patrols,
and park patrols.

AFTERNOON WATCH THURSDAY NOVEMBER 10, 2022
22-4929: Officers responded to an address on Clayton Rd where they served a mental
health warrant. The subject was conveyed by police to BJC Hospital per the warrant.
22-4934 Larceny: Delayed report of medication being stolen from a nurse cart at a
Chesterfield nursing facility.
22-4930 Larceny: Delayed report of a grab-n-run from Polo. Clothing is reported to
have been stolen.
22-4926 Larceny: A subject was issued a SIL for stealing various items from Walmart.

22-4927 Fraud: A resident on Foxsprings reported her credit card number was used to
make unauthorized purchases.

22-4931: Verbal disturbance between a subject who bought a classic vehicle in Florida
and the driver of the car carrier who transported the vehicle to Chesterfield. The
situation was determined to be Civil in nature. A report to simply document the incident
satisfied both parties and put an end to the disturbance.

MIDNIGHT SHIFT THURS NOV 10 TO FRI NOV 11, 2022
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22-4938 – Found Property – 369 N. Woods Mill - Two iPhones were found by students
outside Parkway Central near a sewer. They have been entered as found property, and the
school resource officer was made aware.
22-4939 – Prisoner Pickup – A subject with multiple Chesterfield warrants related to drugs and
stealing was transported from St. Louis County and booked at our station.
Other calls for service included a call for police, suspicious vehicle, burglar alarms, accidental
injury, sick case, assist invalid, and a traffic hazard.
DAY WATCH FRIDAY NOVEMBER 11, 2022

22-4943 – Fraud – Old Chesterfield Rd: Unknown subject(s) hacked the victim
businesses (a payroll managing company) payroll system and had payroll from several
employees direct deposited into an unknown account.

22-4944 – Delayed Larceny – Woods Mill Rd: Subjects entered one of the locker
rooms at Parkway Central High School and stole miscellaneous belongings from
several students. The SRO is currently investigating and believes the larceny suspects
are prior students who had been assigned to an alternative school.
22-4945 – Sudden Death – Stablestone Dr: A 53-year-old male subject passed away
in his sleep. The subject had health problems that probably contributed to his death.
Officers responded to calls for service to include an abandoned auto, injured animals,
traffic hazards, alarms, peace disturbances, sick cases, keep the peace, suspicious
vehicle, check the welfare, motorist assist, 911-hangup, motor vehicle crashes and a
citizen contract.
Officers also conducted multiple traffic stops and provided routine patrols of businesses,
neighborhoods, and parks.
AFTERNOON WATCH FRIDAY NOVEMBER 11, 2022
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22-4948 - Warrant Arrest/Drug Violation - THF Blvd: Officers stopped a vehicle with
expired temporary license plates. Their investigation revealed the occupants were
wanted by other jurisdictions for multiple felony charges of theft and assault. Officer had
the suspects' vehicle towed. The suspects were booked at the station and later released
to another agency.
Nikayla Fair 18
11/11/22 Poss of Marijuana, Fugitive
Chesterfield PD
Kaila Mitchell 20

11/11/22 No Valid Op Lic, Poss of Marijuana, Fugitive
Chesterfield PD
Give False Info to Officer, Unreg Veh, No Auto Ins
10/21/22 Assault, Felony Property Damage
St. Louis City PD
10/07/22 Handicapped Parking Vio, Unreg Veh, No Op Lic
St. Louis Co PD
10/03/21 Poss of Stolen Property, Poss Theft Device FTA War Des Peres DPS

22-4952 - Harassment - Olive Blvd: The victim responded to the station to make a
delayed report about an individual following him on his commute home. The victim
advised it was related to an ongoing incident at his place of employment.
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22-4953 - Fraud - Plymton Lane: The victim reported that an unknown suspect used
his credit card information to purchase an apple watch.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT FRI NOV 11 TO SAT NOV 12, 2022

22-4957 -Domestic Assault – Wildhorse Creek Rd- Witnesses reported a guest of the
AC Hotel repeatedly punched his girlfriend in the ribs outside the hotel. The victim did
not wish to cooperate with the investigation, but the suspect was identified and arrested.
He will be held pending municipal warrant application.
Update for 22-4957 - Domestic assault from midnight EOS - PA Engelmeyer
reviewed the case and a warrant for Domestic Assault was issued with a $1,000.00
bond. Bond was posted and the suspect was released.
Steven Forrester 45 Fort Wayne, Indiana
11/11/22 Domestic Assault
Chesterfield PD
Other calls for service included multiple motorist assists, an assist invalid, vehicle
crash, sick case and traffic hazard.
DAYWATCH SATURDAY NOVEMBER 12, 2022
22- 4959 – Open Door – High Valley: While conducting a vacation check an officer
found one of the doors unsecure. Entry was made and a search of the residence
showed no signs of foul play. Residence was secured upon leaving.
Officers responded to calls for service to include motor vehicle crashes, motorist
assists, sick cases, suspicious vehicle, check the welfare, injured animal, confined
animal, citizen contacts, alarms, vehicle lockout, abandoned auto, disturbance and
smoke in the residence.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON WATCH NOVEMBER 12, 2022
22-4963 - Assault - White Rd: A nursing home resident reported that a staff member
assaulted her. The resident appears to suffer from cognitive decline and provided
inconsistent statements to the officer. The nursing home declined to provide any
information or to identify the staff member accused by the resident. The officer will
forward the case to the Detective Bureau for follow-up. The Department of Health and
Senior Services was notified.
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22-4966 - Domestic Assault - Ardmore Creek: A female reported a domestic
disturbance between herself and her boyfriend. She stated it had been mutual combat,
she did not wish to prosecute, and that she did not call the police until after the
boyfriend had left the scene. She completed a non-prosecution affidavit. The officer
will forward the report to the municipal prosecutor for consideration of charges.
22-3345 (Update) - Stealing Under - THF: An officer responded to St. Louis City and
took custody of a suspect wanted for questioning about a theft case. The officer
interviewed the suspect and obtained a confession. The suspect was being held due to
active warrants from other jurisdictions.
No Report - Welfare Check - Stablestone: Officer and Monarch Fire Personnel
responded to check the welfare of a male operating a fire pit inside a garage.
Paramedics determined the intoxicated subject needed medical care and a
psychological evaluation and transported the subject to Mercy Hospital. The dog was
left secured in the garage and animal control will be responding to take custody of the
animal.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT SATURDAY NOV 12 TO SUNDAY NOV 13, 2022

22-4968 - Warrant Arrest - Long/ Chesterfield Airport - A traffic stop resulted in the
driver being arrested for active warrants from another jurisdiction
22-4969 - Overdose/ Sudden Death - Monarch Trace Ct - A 42 yr old female was
discovered unresponsive by an acquaintance inside her residence. Paramedics
responded and attempted life-saving measures but were unsuccessful. The
acquaintance later admitted he and the female had snorted cocaine earlier in the
evening. There was evidence of drug use at the scene. The Detective Bureau
responded, and the investigation is ongoing
Officers responded to alarms, suspicious persons, sick cases and prowler calls
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DAY WATCH SUNDAY NOVEMBER 13, 2022

22-4971 – Flourishing of a Weapon – W/B I-64/ MO 340: An officer conducted a
traffic stop and when he contacted the driver the driver advised he was just a victim of a
flourishing on the highway. The driver had very little information on the suspect or the
vehicle to help identify the suspect. Report will be forwarded to the detective bureau.
Officers responded to calls for service to include sick cases, check the welfare, keep the
peace, disturbance, property damage, alarms and a traffic hazard.
Officers also conducted multiple traffic stops and provided routine patrols of businesses,
neighborhoods, and parks.
AFTERNOON WATCH SUNDAY NOVEMBER 13, 2022
22-4972 - Towed Auto - I64/Timberlake: An officer towed a vehicle previously involved
in a crash. The owners had left the vehicle for several days and our attempts to contact
them met with negative results. This department had been dispatched to this vehicle
several times in the last few days.
22-4974 - Traffic/Warrant Arrest - Wild Horse Creek Rd: An officer initiated a traffic
stop on an unregistered vehicle. His investigation revealed the driver had a revoked
license and warrants from other jurisdictions. Officers arrested the suspect and booked
him at the station. At the time of this report, he was in a cell awaiting pickup from
another agency.
No Report - Failure to Yield - I64: SEU responded to a report of a potential shoplifting
wherein the suspect was seen absconding from the area in a dark chevy sedan. After
observing a traffic violation an officer attempted to initiate a traffic stop and the vehicle
fled at a high rate of speed. Officers did not pursue it.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT SUN NOV 13 TO MON NOV 14, 2022

22-4975-Domestic/Assault on LEO-Sugarberry Court
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Officers responded to a domestic disturbance, one of the parties attempted to flee in his
vehicle. In doing so, he failed to comply with the lawful orders of an Officer on scene.
The subject directed his vehicle toward the Officer and then drove away from the Officer
through his front yard. The subject was stopped by another responding Officer nearby.
Adam Hoffner 39

11/13/22
07/30/14
12/07/13
06/24/11
03/26/05
Dec 2002
05/21/00

Assault, Assault on LEO
Moving Vio reduced to Loud Muffler $200
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $150 fine
Speeding $200 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Loud Muffler $175 fine
DWI, Refused Breath Test
Speeding $90 fine

Chesterfield PD
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
Columbia PD
MO Hwy Patrol
St. Louis Co Ct
MO Hwy Patrol

22-4976-Vespian Way-Domestic Assault
The victim's girlfriend came to his apartment after finding out the boyfriend had been
cheating on her. She does not live at the apartment. She attempted to kick the door in
and was going to beat up the boyfriend. She was arrested for Assault 4th and
Possession of Marijuana. She was booked and later released on summons.
Keyia McGee
11/13/22 Domestic Assault
Chesterfield PD
Officers handled calls for service to include alarms, traffic hazards and disturbances.
DAY WATCH MONDAY NOVEMBER 14, 2022
22-4979 – Lost article – Baxton Way: A resident lost his drivers license and needed a
report to get a new one from the DMV.
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Officers responded to calls for service to include alarms, motor vehicle crashes, sick
cases, an auto fire, injured animal, citizen contact, 911 hang-up, disturbances, traffic
hazard and a bank escort.
Officers also conducted traffic stops and provided routine patrols of businesses,
neighborhoods, and parks.

AFTERNOON WATCH MONDAY NOVEMBER 14, 2022

22-4982 - Larceny - Convenience Way: A passerby called to report that he had
witnessed a male suspect break into a vehicle. Officers responded and located the
victim. The victim stated the suspect stole a purse containing over $14,000 in cash that
she had left on the floorboard.

22-4983 - Fraud - A citizen reported that an unknown suspect had opened a mobile
phone account without her knowledge or consent.
22-4987 - Towed Vehicle - Westmeade: The owners of an apartment complex
arranged for a private tow of an abandoned Dodge Avenger and notified this
department.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT MON NOV 14 TO TUES NOV 15

No significant events occurred during the midnight shift
Officers responded to alarms, traffic hazards, sick cases, and suspicious persons.
Snow began falling at approximately 11pm and fell throughout the night. No issues
due to inclement weather
DAY WATCH TUESDAY NOVEMBER 15, 2022
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22-4991 Animal Destruction: An officer dispatched a deer that was found injured on the side of
the roadway on Chesterfield Airport near Olive St. Rd. Notification made to St. Louis County
Highway for pickup.
22-4993 Fraud: A citizen responded to the station to report her credit card information was
stolen and used. Report forwarded to the Detective Bureau.
An officer gave a presentation to a group of senior citizens at the YMCA on Fraud prevention.
She was able to provide useful information and answer many questions in an effort to prevent
scams that prey on older citizens.
Officers also provided extra patrol to area businesses and residential areas.

11/15/22
02/04/22
01/07/22
10/14/21
08/28/21
07/30/21
03/26/12
01/01/12

DWI-D
Speeding Guilty $114 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Defective Equip $150 fine
Speeding Guilty $190 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Def Equip $192 fine
Speeding 16-19 over limit $100 fine
DWI Guilty SES Probation
Moving Vio reduced to Loud Muffler $189 fine

MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
New Florence PD
MO Hwy Patrol
Marceline PD
MO Hwy Patrol
Creve Coeur PD
MO Hwy Patrol

CHESTERFIELD RAPIST OF 15-YEAR-OLD GIRL TAKEN FROM KANSAS
LOOKING AT 12 YEARS IN PRISON. On November 3, 2022 the Federal Prosecutor’s
Office in St. Louis recommended a 12-year (135 months) sentence to 38-year-old
Chesterfield resident John Low of 15452 Millrun Ct Chesterfield, for driving to
Manhattan, Kansas, picking up a 15-year-old he met on the internet, driving her back to
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Chesterfield where he kept her shackled in his basement where he raped her several
times.
The FBI received a tip and with the Chesterfield Police on January 26,rescued the girl,
who was wearing a dog collar at the time. We reported this in April when the
Chesterfield PD included the arrest in the department’s monthly newsletter.
The case was originally filed in State Circuit Court but was then moved to Federal
Court.
The Presentencing Report gives the facts in the case better than any document we
found.
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The State charges from a Grand Jury indictment apparently have not be dismissed.
Low could be facing State convictions for:
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Statutory Rape
Statutory Sodomy
Felony Child Molestation

SCHNUCKS NEW MARKET IN CHESTERFIELD VALLEY TO BE HEALTHY FOOD:
Apparently no popular junk food for you! Schnuck announced in September they were
putting a supermarket in the old “Babies or Us” store in Chesterfield Valley.
Last week they announced the store would be an Eatwell store, featuring natural and
organic food. It will be the second Eatwell store (the other one is in Columbia, MO and
opened in 2020). Perhaps this is an admission by Schnucks of the healthy quality of the
food in their 113 other stores.
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SLEIGH RIDE: Now is the time for the start of six weeks of non-stop Christmas music
on several FM radio stations. This also means it will be time to hear Leroy Anderson’s
Sleigh Ride on a regular basis.
Anderson the son of Swedish immigrants was drafted during WWII. He was stationed in
Iceland where was a translator for a counterintelligence unit. Several years later he was
sent to Officer’s Candidate School and then stationed at the Pentagon. After studying
Scandinavian languages at Harvard he was transferred to Arlington, Virginia where at
the Pentagon he was doing Scandinavian Military Intelligence.

Capt. Leroy Anderson with wife Eleanor and daughter Jane.
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That is when he wrote the “The Syncopated Clock” which many of us who are 70-yearsold remember as the theme song for the Late, Late Show of old movies on TV stations
across the country.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQPLrVC8PTQ

Anderson also worked before and after the Army with Arthur Fiedler of the Boston Pops
as an arranger.
Besides Sleigh Ride and the Syncopated Clock, Anderson was also well known for
The Typewriter, Bugler’s Holiday, Trumpeter’s Lullaby and Blue Tango.
He spent two years working on Sleigh Ride from 1946 to 1948. It was first recorded by
the Boston Pops in 1949.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E30TjigZXpE

John Williams and Boston Pops Sleigh Ride
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OATi34PKNPw

LOCAL CHRISTMAS CONCERTS: Route 66 Jazz Orchestra Wednesday December
14, 2922 7;30pm First Unity Church
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Happy Holidays to all our Big Band Jazz Fans,
We are excited to announce that our annual “Holiday Concert” will be presented on Wednesday,
December 14, 2022, at 7:30 PM at First Unity Church, 4753 Butler Hill Road, St. Louis, MO 63128.
There is plenty of free parking available on the church lot. Adult general admission tickets will be
available for $15.00 cash or credit (cash preferred) at the door on the evening of the program. Tickets for
Children under 12 will be available for $10.00. (Please note that there is no reserved seating for this
concert.)
For the first time our program will be a full Holiday Concert featuring some great arrangements of many
traditional seasonal favorites arranged by Gordon Goodwin, Tom Kubis, Valerie Tichacek, and others.
Many of these tunes have been recorded by well-known bands and vocalists including but not limited to
Gordon Goodwin’s Big Phat Band, the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra, Michael Buble, Ella Fitzgerald,
and Lou Rawls. We will, as always, be featuring the talents of our 18 fine instrumentalists, as well as our
two vocalists, Ron Wilkinson and Valerie Tichacek. During the second set we will again be welcoming
our special guest, the outstanding vocalist and guitarist, Mr. Vince Martin.
We are looking forward to this final concert for 2022 and we hope you will be able to share the evening
with us. As always, thank you for your interest in and continued support for big band jazz and The Route
66 Jazz Orchestra.
Happy Holidays,
The Route 66 Jazz Orchestra

CHRISTMAS JAZZ AT THE BISTRO
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Dec 09, 2022 DEC 10, 7:30PM Jazz at the Bistro

Name

Jim Manley’s Mad Brass & Rhythm

An explosive trumpet player and
engaging entertainer, Jim Manley’s annual Christmas shows at Jazz St. Louis
are one of our favorite holiday traditions!
His screamin’ seven-piece band combined with Manley’s trademark wit and
humor continue to make these performances a must for your holiday season.

BLAST FROM THE PAST: On Thursday November 10, the papers and TV stations all
were reporting the arrest of 44-year-old Darryl Ingram for the stabbing murder of a
Jennings man in the 100 block of Almentor in Webster Groves.
This all brought back memories of arresting the Ingrams brothers, Gary, Chris, Darryl
and Leonard while I was a police officer and detective sergeant with the Rock Hill Police
in the 1970s. I used to arrest them regularly. So did retired T&C Police Chief John
Copeland who also worked at Rock Hill PD. The Ingram brothers had lived at 310 Litha
Ave off Rock Hill Road and then moved to a house at 121 Almentor in Webster Groves.
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Gary, who is now 68, was arrested regularly for traffic, marijuana and occasionally gun
charges. However he hit the big time when he was arrested for a murder in North
County in 1983, was convicted and sentenced to 999 years in prison.
Chris, 67, had arrests dating back to the early 1970s.
He did get a civil verdict against his brother Darryl for the wrongful death of their mother
Barbara after a car crash.
Darryl, 44, is an ex-con prior to his murder arrest.

11/10/22
02/16/16
07/24/07
05/03/07
11/10/95
07/28/95
05/26/94
04/08/94
02/26/94
09/19/92
04/16/90
07/26/90
03/02/90
09/23/89
04/02/89
11/07/86
03/02/82

121 Almentor Webster Groves
Murder, Armed Criminal Action
Felony DWI 2-years prison
Driving While Revoked 90-days jail
Driving While Revoked 6-months jail
Felony DWI, Driving While Revoked 1-year jail
Felony Assault Probation revoked 7-years prison
Possession of a Gambling Device 90-days jail
Resisting Arrest Guilty 9-Days jail
Driving While Revoked 2-days jail
Felony Stealing SES Probation
2-counts Stealing, Tampering W/Utility Meter 1-year jail
DWI Felony 1-year jail
Unlawful Use of Weapon, Peace Disturbance 6-mos jail
DWI, Driving While Revoked 14-days jail
Dwi, Driving While Revoked 14-days jail
Felony Stealing Guilty 6-months jail
Felony Stealing 60-days jail

CARTOONS
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Webster Groves PD
St. Louis City PD
MO Hwy Patrol
St. Louis City PD
St. Louis Co PD
Maplewood PD
Webster Groves PD
Webster Groves PD
St. Louis City PD
Maplewood PD
St. Louis Co Ct
Brentwood PD
St. Louis Co Ct
St. Louis Co Ct
St. Louis Co Ct
St. Louis Co Ct
St. Louis Co Ct
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